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About This Game

Dark Sector thrusts players into the role of Hayden Tenno, a covert operative sent on a dangerous mission into Lasria, an
Eastern European city on the brink of ruin that hides a deadly Cold War secret. In the midst of this mission, Hayden is attacked

by an unknown enemy and infected by the Technocyte Virus, a brutal bio-weapon that twists its victims into mindless killing
machines. Surviving this attack, Hayden finds that the Technocyte virus has granted him powerful, inhuman abilities unlike

anything he has ever seen. Now, he must evolve with his powers, survive and become a hero.

All new, all original action-shooter - Throughout the course of the game, players will witness Hayden's transformation
into something more than he was as he fights against the Technocyte Virus taking over his body and the effects it has on
his psyche.

Evolution powers - Hayden gains incredible superhuman powers - including the deadly, bladed glaive that he can grow
from his arm and use and throw with deadly accuracy. Hayden will grow with these powers as they evolve and become
more powerful throughout the game.

Cinematic and immersive experience - Through the use of no HUD, intuitive controls and a 3rd-person over the
shoulder viewpoint everything about Dark Sector is designed with the goal of keeping the player immersed in the game.

Innovative multiplayer component - Dark Sector features an innovative and exciting multiplayer gameplay that will
allow players to utilize the skills they have learned in the single-player game to excel in a competitive environment
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Balancing needs work.
Found myself in a few missions where enemies were approaching from 3 directions and i had 3 soldier.
One per wall, and then just sit and watch.
Nothing to do, nothing to interact with.. I purchased it when it was on sale, but regular price was only $3. Now I am losing sleep
at night wondering what I could've purchased with that $3.. This is really fun! The learning curve is just enough to keep you
going and not lose you. Thereafter it still provides a great challange and requires concentration on every point. I waited a long
time for a tennis game that can be fun and a challange at the same time!. very good game i like. I have to be honest, I do not play
a lot of platformers. I recieved Schein as a random steam key, and said ♥♥♥♥ it. When i started the game I was a bit skeptical,
but as I kept playing I really started to enjoy it. It strangel reminds me of playing portal in a quirky way. It is definetly worth the
purchase.. So I downloaded it completely hyped. While waiting for it to finish installing, I watched some gameplay videos, and
everything seemed pretty basic from the start. So I get to the first fire, and from the videos, it took the guy all buy 10 seconds to
put it out, myself on the other hand, the fire never went out. I retried the mission over and over, but I kept bringing the water
tank to empty. The fire in the damn dumpster would not go out. So I uninstalled.. Brothers in Arms: Earned in Blood is a game
that suffers from poor gameplay despite having a solid story. Individuals who grew up with this game will likely enjoy this trip
down memory lane. For others who have never played a BOA game before and are used to precise aiming and squad mechanics,
the incredibly dated gameplay may generate frustration and disinterest in continuing with the campaign.. "NOT a review really"

kay, this must be one of those few VR games that got me into "sniper mode" where i crawling on the floor....LOVE IT!. I
wouldn't say this game is garbage, because I could probably find a use for garbage.
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I think it took a bit of time for it to really get going, but this game has got hooks. I'm just beginning the fourth case now, but the
previous three have been very satisfying to try to figure out. Each case so far has come with a variety of false leads and red
herrings - sorting through which leads are false and which actually have legs has made this a fairly singular adventure game, in
my experience at least. I'm hoping to see more of this style of mystery.. Fun with 4 friends. A unique, mathematics based
tactical and strategical roguelike where every battle and choice matters and several layers of math puzzles have to be solved at
every point in the game. Will get your brain churning in a way no other roguelike will. 5 races and a huge amount of weapon
variety await - if you can keep your brain in gear and make it further than your last run.. its fun but so unbelivably buggy. So far
this is the only sim in which the karts feel close to the real thing. Highly recommend it to any kart driver wishing to get some
practice in before a test or race.
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